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Age group:

12+

Lesson objective:
● Students will learn about Guatemalan culture and tradition through

class discussion from the story book.
● Share what they believe worries them in a pair and share activity.
● Create a worry doll using simple and accessible materials.
● Describe how each worry doll relates to their situation and what they

can do to make a negative situation into a positive one.

Resources needed: wooden pegs, pipe cleaners, embroidery thread,
different colours  & textures of wool. pva glue, child friendly scissors,
markers or paint pens.

Description of lesson:

Background

According to the Mayan legend,
when worrying keeps a person
awake,  she tells a worry to as
many dolls as necessary. Then
she places the dolls under her
pillow. The dolls take over the
worrying for the person who
then sleeps peacefully through
the night. When morning
comes, the person awakes
without the worries that the
dolls took away during the
night.

● We read from a book ‘The story of the worry dolls’ or download
suitable reading comprehension.

● I added questions to comprehension to suit mixed ability class.
(Practice reading and literacy skills if desired)

● Do you worry? What do you worry about?
How can that be expressed in art?



Do worry dolls have their own unique personality? How can they
help?

● Students explore culture in Guatalmala and we look up the world
map.Geography, how it differs from our own culture. Refer to the
story.

● Exemplar is shown and materials, and method is given in a brief
demonstration.

● Students choose a colour scheme and which threads/wools or
accessories they might like.

● Start by wrapping a pipe cleaner around the top body of the peg. Tie
a knot. Press into place while wrapping the wool in a cross shape to
hold the pipe cleaner. Cut tops off pipe cleaner to make arms.

● Students can add in a waist in the same wrapping fashion. They can
overlay the wool in various ways to suit them. Tie into a knot at the
back of the doll.

● Legs: Embroidery thread is used for the legs. Completing one leg at
a time.

● Students can leave a small space at the end of the leg for the feet.
● Hair: lots of different ways to do this! Plaits, pony tails, dreadlocks,

hair bun to name a few. use pva glue to set down your first layer and
build up slowly.

● Face: I used paint pens but you can use markers, again the options
are endless here.



Outcome:
● helps students explore new materials and processes.
● enable students to use dexterity and fine motor skills.
● Gain confidence being able to express their ideas and make a piece of

craft.
● Gain confidence sharing their worries amongst their peers.

Next steps/follow-on activity:

Reflect on how we did and how we might use our dolls.
Will we put it under our pillow at night?
should we make a pouch to collect more worry dolls?
Do we know anyone in our life who may need a worry doll? Give it as a present?
Use the dolls for a group discussion about different types of worries.
Do you have any worries in common?
How unique are your worries to you?
Was it easy to share your worries?


